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ABSTRACT

An approach is developed that simplifies calculation of the dynamic characteristics of
a self-acting, gas-lubricated slider bearing system. This technique avoids a lengthy simul

taneous solution of the equations of motion of the slider and the time-dependent Reynolds’
equation, while providing additional design information that is otherwise unobtainable.
The equilibrium pressure distribution in the gas film is obtained using the Bunov-

Galerkin formulation of the finite element method. By considering small perturbations of

the slider bearing system about equilibrium, two coupled, second-order partial differential

equations are derived, which define the in-phase and out-of-phase perturbation pressures in
the gas film. These perturbation pressures are integrated to obtain the frequency depend

ent, non-symmetrical stiffness and damping matrices for the slider bearing.

Using the stiffness and damping properties of the gas bearing and slider support,
the equations of motion for the entire slider bearing system are derived. The frequency

dependence of the stiffness and damping matrices renders the eigenvalue problem non

linear, and the eigensolutions are obtained iteratively using Brent’s method.
Because of the non-symmetrical stiffness and damping matrices, a similarity trans

formation based on the left and right modal matrices is used to decouple the equations
of motion. This decoupling is approximate because of the frequency dependence of the

stiffness and damping matrices, but the resulting damped natural frequencies are shown to

be in excellent agreement with published experimental data. Fractions of critical damping

obtained for several slider geometries also successfully predict observed instabilities.
The mode shapes of slider oscillation, unobtainable with other methods, permit cal
culation of the center of rotation for the coupled, pitch-heave modes; this information can

be used to determine the optimum location for the magnetic transducer. Closed-form so
lutions are obtained for the response to disk surface displacement, and for the response to
a random force applied to the slider body. These forced-response solutions are useful in

identifying the critical parameters of slider design.
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NOMENCLATURE
p

gas density

μ

gas viscosity

u, V, w

localized gas velocity components

x, y, z

Cartesian coordinates

h(x, y)

film thickness distribution

p(x, y)

gas pressure distribution

I

dimension of slider bearing in y-direction

U

bulk gas velocity in y-direction

V

bulk gas velocity in x-direction

pa

ambient pressure

hm

minimum bearing clearance

ω

characteristic frequency

λ

ambient molecular mean free path

h(X, Y, τ)

film thickness perturbation

p{X,Y,τ)

gas pressure perturbation

ħ(X, Y)
a, β, 7

shape of film thickness perturbation

film thickness perturbation parameters

Pι(-X-,y)

in-phase gas pressure perturbation distribution

P2(X,Y)

out-of-phase gas pressure perturbation distribution

Po(X,Y)

normalized equilibrium pressure distribution

Ho(X,Y)

normalized equilibrium film thickness distribution

W

weighting functions for finite element solution

N

shape functions for finite element solution

Hi

ξ, η
F

normalized film thickness at inlet of gas bearing
parent element corrdinates

gas bearing force in z-direction

Mr

gas bearing moment about y-axis

Mp

gas bearing moment about x-axis

m

slider mass

Ip

slider moment of inertia about x-axis through center of mass

Iτ

slider moment of inertia about y-axis through center of mass

- Xll -

[g]

damping matrix for complete slider bearing system

i*]

stiffness matrix for complete slider bearing system

[c,.]

damping matrix for gas bearing

[*.]

stiffness matrix for gas bearing

{i}

slider displacement vector

{7}

right eigenvector

{G]

right modal matrix

{7}

left eigenvector

$

left modal matrix
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO THE SLIDER BEARING PROBLEM
Modern computer systems depend on high-speed access to large volumes of stored

information. Rotating disk memories, in which data are recorded magnetically, have kept
pace with other computer technologies through periodic increases in areal storage density.

For optimum data packing density on the disk surface, the spacing between the disk and
magnetic transducer must be approximately the same as the distance between recorded
transitions, or data bits. Increases in disk-drive performance have thus been accompanied

by smaller spacing between the transducer and recording medium, higher relative speed,
and a demand for greater dynamic stability.

Self-acting, gas-lubricated slider bearings are routinely used in disk drives to meet these

requirements (see Figure 1.1). Such bearings are well-suited for maintaining the submicron

spacings required. In this application, the dynamic stability of the slider bearing, on which
the magnetic transducer is mounted, is critical; small variations in spacing can cause errors

in information transfer, and large excursions may result ultimately in catastrophic data

loss due to high-speed contact between slider and disk surface.
Air bearings were first used as a slider support system in the IBM RAMAC drive in

1953 (1,2). These bearings were pressurized by an external compressor and successfully
maintained a spacing of 20 microns over disks with dynamic runout of up to 400 times that

amount. Average access time, a measure of the slider’s speed in locating a particular portion
of data, was just under 1 second. The RAMAC drive was such a significant milestone in

the evolution of electromechanical data storage that it was designated as an International

Historic Landmark by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in February, 1984 (3).
The designers of the next generation of disk drives sought to eliminate RAMAC ,s bulky
and costly air compressor through the use of self-acting slider bearings. By contouring the

slider to form a converging channel with the moving disk surface, a load- carrying pressure

was formed without external sources. This change was a significant contributor to the
economic success of disk-drive products that followed. In the ensuing years, disk memories

have kept up with associated computer technologies by increasing data-packing densities
more than three orders of magnitude. Transducer/media spacing has been reduced to less
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FIGURE 1.1:

BASIC SLIDER-BEARING SYSTEM
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than .2 microns, and average access times of approximately 20 milliseconds are routine.
The key to future improvements in disk drive performance is the design of the gaslubricated, self-acting slider bearing, and the associated dynamics of the slider and its

suspension. While the compliance of the bearing determines the spacing variation between
the transducer and the magnetic medium, its damping influences settling time, and hence

the time required to access recorded information. Stiffness and damping are dependent on

the frequency of relative motion between the slider and the disk, and thus are related to
dynamic motion of the slider in a complex manner. Experimental optimization of sliderbearing performance would require expensive and tedious evaluation of many parameters;

analytical and numerical techniques for computer-aided design offer the most economical

path to enhanced performance.
The general topic of lubrication theory had its early roots in the work of Petroff (4), a

19th century Russian researcher, who made the crucial observation that the important fluid
property was viscosity, not density as was previously thought. Petroff went on to show that

frictional force was proportional to velocity, area, and viscosity, and inversely proportional
to spacing. In 1883, Petroff’s work was extended by Tower (5), whose experiments applied
frictional concepts to the practical issue of bearing load-carrying capacity.
These early researchers provided the foundation for Reynolds (6), who, in 1886, con

tributed theory to what had previously been primarily an experimental science. In addition

to the fundamental equation of lubrication theory bearing his name, Reynolds also showed

that the “wedge effect,” i.e., a converging channel between two surfaces in relative motion,
was required to generate load-carrying capacity, and he developed important theoretical

relationships between viscosity and temperature.
In 1897, Kingsbury (7) extended the theory of hydrodynamic lubrication to compress

ible fluids, noting that the lubricating medium could just as well be a gas as a liquid.
Finally, in 1913, Harrison (8) used the perfect gas relation under isothermal conditions to
write the compressible Reynolds equation in the form most widely used today.

The forces and moments acting on the slider because of the lubricant are determined
by integrating the pressure within the lubricant.

This pressure distribution obeys the

Reynolds equation, a second-order, non-linear partial differential equation. Some of the

earliest applications of the lubrication theory to self-acting, gas-lubricated slider bearings

-4are attributed to Gross (12,15) and Michael (13,16). Works by Castelli and Pirvics (20),

and by Fuller (21), summarize the state of the art for air-bearing design through 1969.

Significant contributions to this body of work were made by Elrod (14), Elrod and McCabe(22)j Castelli and Stevenson (17); Coleman and Snyder (19); and Coleman (23). More

recently, White and Nigam (27) have formulated improved solution techniques for the time-

dependent Reynolds equation, and White (29) has published detailed analyses of current

slider designs.
The dynamic measurement of submicron spacings presents an important and difficult

challenge. Significant contributions to this technology were summarized in 1973 by Lin (60).
Capacitance methods, which usually alter the slider dynamics slightly, were investigated by

Brunner, et al. (57), and later by Briggs and Herkart (58). Measurement techniques based

on optical interferometry, which involve substitution of a transparent member for either

slider or disk, were reported by Lin and Sullivan (59); Sereny and Castelli (62); Fleischer
and Lin (61); Nigam (63), and Hsia and Domoto (64). Capacitance and optical techniques

were recently compared by Best (67). Efforts to develop an insitu measurement technique

that does not influence slider dynamics have led to the laser-doppler vibrometer, reported
by Miu, et al. (65) and by Bouchard, et al. (66).
Dynamic analysis of a slider bearing requires simultaneous solution of the hydrody

namic lubricating film and the coupled, multidegree-of-freedom system represented by the
slider and its suspension. Tang (33) was one of the first to solve simultaneously the timedependent Reynolds equation and the equations of motion of the shder, and White (37,38),

Bouchard, et al. (39), and Mizoshita, et al. (42) have recently refined this approach. Com

plete time-domain solutions, combined with laser-doppler measurements of slider response

to disk surface imperfections, were reported by Miu (40). Frequency-domain solutions for
forced response were first published by Ono (34), and subsequently extended by Ono, et
al (35). A simplified version of this theory was used by Tagawa (36) to study yaw angle
effects.

The preceding dynamical methods suffer from computational complexity; the slider
equations of motion and the lubricating film equations must be solved simultaneously for

many time steps. These methods also require some description of media surface motion

as input. Neither time-domain nor frequency-domain analysis provides general insight into
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the slider’s dynamic behavior.
The approach presented in this thesis is based on a perturbation analysis of the lubri

cating film. Chapter 2 describes the perturbation method, and the finite element formula

tion used to solve the resulting sets of equations. Once the static solution has been found,

the dynamic results are obtained directly, without iteration. This solution of the linearized
form of the Reynolds equation provides stiffness and damping matrices which, in general,
are non-symmetric and frequency-dependent. When assembled with stiffness and damping

matrices for the slider suspension, they form the equations of motion for the slider. The
solution of these equations, discussed in Chapter 3, provides estimates of effective, damped,

natural frequencies, damping fractions, and mode shapes for the slider/bearing/suspension

system. Using a similarity transform based on left and right modal matrices, the equa
tions of motion are decoupled, and analytical expressions are developed for the response

of a typical slider to some forcing functions of particular interest. Results obtained using

this approach are compared with existing methods in Chapter 4 and then applied to some
additional problems of current concern in slider design.

The approach developed in this thesis for treating slider dynamics provides an under
standing of the nature of response, independent of the specific form of the forcing function.

The damped natural frequencies are obtained directly, without performing a lengthy solu
tion of the time-dependent Reynolds equation. Mode shapes, unobtainable with previously
described methods, provide valuable design information, allowing the recording transducer

to be located near a node to minimize spacing variations. Analytical solutions of the de

coupled equations can be of great value in identifying and understanding the important
parameters of slider design. These advantages are discussed in Chapter 5, as are the results
obtained with the model, along with some recommendations for future investigations.
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CHAPTER 2
ANALYSIS OF THE GAS-LUBRICATED BEARING

2.1 Reynolds’ Equation
When two closely spaced surfaces are in relative motion, a pressure is generated in the
entrained fluid. For a fixed volume of source-free fluid, over a specified interval of time, the

mass of fluid entering this volume must equal the mass of fluid leaving plus the accumulated
mass; that is,
∂(pu)
∖ + -⅛
∂(pw)
⅛
2 + ∂(pv
-⅛Γ
2 + dp
a7 = 0-

<21>

Equation 2.1 represents the continuity expression for a compressible fluid. For most gaslubricated slider bearings, the velocity in the plane of the bearing will be large compared

with the normal velocity; i.e., u,v'3> w (see Figure 2.1). Integrating 2.1 over the thickness
of the lubricant film and interchanging the operations of integration and differentiation

yield:

h
h
h
τj fuiz+-k Iιn,dz+ ∂

∂t

{ph) = 0

(2∙2)

The velocity distributions required by Equation 2.2 are obtained from the momentum
equations. Body forces, fluid inertia, and the variation in pressure in the vertical direction

are generally neglected. Assuming a Newtonian fluid, the velocity gradient can be expressed

as a linear function of shear. This leads to the following form for the momentum equations.
dp
∂x

_d_ (∙H
∂z

dp _ d

∂y

f dυ )

∂z Udg J

(2∙3)
(2∙4)

The ratio of the inertial to the viscous forces, or modified Reynolds number, determines

the applicability of 2.3 and 2.4. This ratio is written as:
Ri.

iufh∖'
P μ V∕

(2∙5)

When R* ≪ 1, viscous forces dominate, and 2.3 and 2.4 apply. For typical parameters of
contemporary slider bearings, R* is approximately .0001.

Unless the film velocity is extremely high, the thermally induced variations of density

and viscosity are small enough that the bearing can be considered isothermal. The film

,7 '

^g

1ΛJKKVck

¾Λ*∙

χtfSlS
Μ**

MK

tilU

-8surface velocities will be identical to the velocities of the adjacent bearing surfaces unless
slip is present. Assuming for the moment that slip is negligible, the boundary conditions

for velocity are

u(x,y,0) = u1

u(x,⅛,Λ) = u2

υ(x,y,0) = υ1

(2.6)

v(x,y,h) = v2

w(x,y,Q) = w(x,y,h) = 0 .

Assuming constant viscosity, and subject to the above boundary conditions, the momentum
Equations, 2.3 and 2.4, can be integrated across the him thickness to obtain the following
velocity distributions.

u(≈,y,z)

(2∙7)

v(χiy,z}

(2∙8)

If the bearing lubricant is assumed to be a perfect g cis,
p
— — constant
Pn

(2∙9)

where, under the assumption of isothermal conditions,

n = 1 => p oc p .

(2.10)

Combining 2.7, 2.8, and 2.2 and performing the indicated integration, subject to 2.9
and 2.10, yield the familiar form of Reynolds’ equation,

= 12/z

∂{ph}
∂(ph)
∂(ph}
+ 6∕tC7
+ 6μV
∂t
∂x
⅜

(2∙11)

where
U = u1 4- u2 ;

U ≠ f(x, y}

V = υ1 + v2 ;

V φ f{x, y}

(2∙12)

Reynolds’ Equation 2.11 is customarily written in non-dimensional form so that the
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relative size of the terms can be readily estimated. Let

(2.13)

τ = ωt
The non-dimensional form of the Reynolds equation resulting from 2.13 and 2.11 is a
second-order, non-linear partial differential equation,
∂
∂X

PH'

,∂P
∂X

PHz∂Y

(2∙14)

where
Aac

6μVl

pa

GμUl
Pahtn
12μωl2
Pahln

(2∙15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

Although the film velocities have been assumed equal to the adjacent bearing surface

velocities, such is not always the case. As spacings become small, the continuum flow
hypothesis weakens as the average molecular velocity at a surface begins to differ from the

surface velocity. This phenomenon is known as slip flow, and is more pronounced for very
smooth surfaces. For extremely small spacings, fully developed molecular flow will occur.

These various flow regimes are governed by the Knudsen number, Kn.
=

(2.18)

Slip flow becomes significant when the Knudsen number falls in the range .01 < Kn <
15. For Knudsen numbers below .01, continuum flow assumptions are valid, while fully
developed molecular flow is expected when Kn > 15. Since the mean-free path in air at

room temperature is less than .1 micron, most modern slider bearings will require slip-flow
correction.
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The treatment attributed to Burgdorfer (51) is commonly used as a first approximation

for slip at the boundary. This problem has also been studied by Tseng (52), Sereny and

Castelli (53), and Mitsuya (54). Gans (55) has used the kinetic theory of gases to show the

efficacy of Burgdorfer’s correction at arbitrary Knudsen number, and Mitsuya and Ohkubo
(56) performed experiments that support Gans, work.

Burgdorfer assumes the following form for the velocity at the wall:

(2-19)
wall

where
(2.20)

∕(λ)
With r = 1 for diffuse reflection,

£7

(2.21)
wall

Combining 2.21 with 2.14 leads to the modified Reynolds equation

∂
,,,"÷S)≈
)4M∙⅛)
(2.22)

The modified Equation 2.22 predicts lower load-carrying capacity than 2.14, especially

at low bearing numbers and close spacing.
Most existing computer codes solve 2.22 using the finite difference technique combined
with either explicit, implicit, or semi-implicit algorithms for the time domain. Present-

day slider bearings require relatively small spatial discretization because of the presence
of high-pressure gradients. Since the maximum time increment in the explicit method is

constrained by the square of the smallest spatial increment, explicit methods require large
amounts of computer time. The implicit method, on the other hand, requires the solution

of a system of equations at each time step and thus entails significant computational effort.

Alternating direction, or semi-implicit techniques, combine the best features of both explicit
and implicit schemes, but have been shown by Coleman (23) to cause phase shifts in the

dynamical solution that inhibit accurate estimation of bearing stability.

- 11 The factored-implicit technique, developed by White and Nigam (27), is a second-order,

time-accurate, finite difference scheme that reduces this phase-shifting problem. This al

gorithm has been used by many recent researchers, including Miu (40), who compared
his dynamical calculations with experimental data from a laser-doppler vibrometer. While

he found “little resemblance" between the calculated slider motions and the experimental
data, Miu did discover correlation in the frequency spectra, and was able to identify exper

imentally two pitch-heave modes, as well as an uncoupled roll mode, of slider oscillation.

2.2 Perturbation Equations
For slider bearings used in magnetic recording, the dynamic behavior about equilibrium

is the most critical factor, and this suggests that the above numerical problems might be

avoided with a linearized perturbation approach. Let the normalized film thickness and the
normalized pressure in the film consist of an equilibrium value plus a small, linear, time-

dependent perturbation as follows: (Perturbation frequency is assumed real. See Section
3.3.)
H(X, Y, r) = ffo(X, Y) + h{X, Y, r)

(2.23)

P(X, Y, τ) = Po(X, Y) + p(X, Y, r) ,

(2-24)

where Ho and Po satisfy

(2.25)

∂(PoHo) ι i ∂(PoHo)
x ∂X
y
∂Y
’
and h and p have the form

h(X,Y,τ) = h(X,Y) sin τ
ħ(x,y) = α + β(xo - X) + 7(yo - y)

p(X, y, r) = p1 (X, y) sin τ + p2(X,Y) cos τ .

(2.26)
(2.27)

(2.28)

Thus, a small change in film thickness, h(X,Y), results in a corresponding change of pres
sure, p(X,Y}, consisting of both an in-phase [p1(X,y)] and an out-of-phase [p2(^> lr)]
component. Substituting 2.26 and 2.28 into 2.22, and noting that the relationship in 2.25 is

identically satisfied by Ho and Po by definition, the sine and cosine terms can be collected

-12to give two coupled, second-order, linear, partial differential equations for pι(X, Y) and

p2(x,r).
∂2P1
∂2p1
∂X2 ψ ∂Y2 + κ

∂Pn
3 ∂Ho
{4Kn + PoHo) +
Ho ∂X
∂X
tιr,

2H.

dpi
∂X

, ∕ ∙>jτ &Ρ° .μ $ 9Ho .
p h ∖ _ 2⅛, 1 dpi
+ l2zr° ∂Y + Ho ∂Y (4Kn + P°H°‘
Ho ∫ ∂Y

, L {∂2P° , ∂2P<Λ
(∂2Po 4- ∂2Po∖
+1 o ∖ ∂X2 + ∂Y2 ) +

A„
∂Ho
kx ∂Ho
iy_____________________
H2 ∂Y
H2 ∂X
+ 3 < ( Po +

(∂Po ∂Ho
l ∂X ∂X

∂Po ∂Ho
∂Y ∂Y
(2.29)

Pi

4Kn∖ (∂2Po
∂2Po∖
f∂PΛ2
(∂P°
∂X2 + ∂Y2 ) + ∖∂X J + V ∂Y

H,

∂Po ∂Ho
∂Po ∂Ho
∂X ∂X + ∂Y ∂Y

+ -{p +⅛
+ Hn V o + Ho

_3r (4Kn + P0H0) {β~Q^ + Ί-Qγ ) + ~p2
H,

∂2P2
∂X2

∂Pn
______________________
_

2H2 ∂X

⅜H2 ∂Y

÷ 'yλv) + ~p½

∂2p2
+κ
∂Y2

=0

⅜2

∂X

+ {2Ho ∂Y + Ho ∂Y
,ifr

1

ap,
___
_o I ⅛

(d2p-

o V ∂x2

I

(4Kn + P°Ho)-⅛-} ∂p2
∂Y

I 1 (dp- 9H° I dp° dH°
∂Y2 J
V ∂x ∂x
∂Y ∂Y

(2.30)

d2pΛ

ai ∂Ho
(
& t τr
⅛ U. ∖
H2 ~∂X ~ ^H2 ~∂Y }P2--h2Wh<> + k °)

= 0,

where

K(Po,Po)

1

(62Γn + PoHo) .

The solution of Equations 2.29 and 2.30 involves first solving Equation 2.25 for the
equilibrium pressure distribution Po(X,Y} as a function of Ho(X,Y}. This solution is then
used in solving for pι(X, Y) and p2(X,Y}. The nominal pressure distribution Po(X,Y) can

be integrated to obtain the forces and moments acting on the slider, while the perturbation
pressures pι(X, Y) and p2(X,Y) are used to compute the linearized stiffness and damping

matrices for the slider bearing.
When the slider undergoes a small displacement A, defined by Equation 2.27, there is
a corresponding small change in pressure which, when integrated over the bearing surface,

- 13 -

results in a small change in loading. By properly selecting α, β,

Xo and Yo in Equation

2.27, it is thus possible to compute a change in force per unit displacement. This represents

the linearized dynamic stiffness of the gas bearing. Similar computations of change in

force per unit velocity provide an estimate of the linearized dynamic damping coefficients.
Applying this procedure for the appropriate forces, displacements, and velocities permits
the formulation of the complete stiffness and damping matrices for the slider bearing.

2.3 Finite Element Solution
In order to deal with a smoother dependent variable, a technique referred to as “natural

linearization” is employed prior to attempting a solution of 2.25. This renders the pressure
flow terms linear, while transferring the non-linearity to the shear flow terms in the form
of Vθo∙ f-,e^ ⅛e new dependent variable, Qo, be defined as follows:
Qo = P2H2

(2.31)

Combining 2.31 and 2.25 leads to the following equation for Qo(X,Y}-.
∂2Qo
∂2Qo
+
∂X2
∂Y2

2Qo f ∂2Ho
∂2Ho∖
+
Ho ∖∂X2
∂Y2

ZKnC{Qo)
Qoy∕Qc

2C(Qo)
Ho

C(Qo) f ∂Qo ∂Ho
∂Qo ∂Ho )
Ho
I ∂X ∂X + ∂Y ∂Y J

∂Qo∖
∂X J +

1 3√ζξ

∂Y

4 ∂y∕Q2∖

+ v ∂Y )
(2.32)

where

C{Qo} =
1+

6An

The Knudsen number, An, is usually quite small compared with the bearing number
A; hence, the non-linearity will be dominated by the A terms. The terms involving Kn are

therefore linearized by using the value of Qo from the previous iteration, while for the A
terms, the dependent variable is expanded using the incremental form of Taylor’s series.

>n _
+
Q0
= ^"-ι
Qc

δqo

(2.33)

n = iteration count
Thus,

√Q n—1
Qo «

+

QZ
2^Qα~1

(2.34)

-14and
a√^
1
∂qz~1
∂Y “ 4√ζjrτ dγ

1
ôQ"
2√ρrτ dγ

__ Q?
∂qγ1
⅛Q2~1)3'2 ∂Y

(2.35)

Substituting 2.35 into 2.32 results in
∂2Qo
∂2Q o
∂X2 + ∂Y2

_ 3JΓnC(⅜o) ∫ ∕9Qo∖2

∂X )

q3
J2

+

2Qo (∂2Ho
∂2Eo
∂Qo ∂H,
' Eo {∂X2 + ∂Y2
∂Y ∂Y
(∂Qo 2 '
∂Q
C(Qo)
- —
A1 dχ + Λy dγ
∖ ∂Y
hoVqo

C(Qo) f∂Qo ∂Eo
Ho ∖∂X ∂X

c(Qo}
2Eoy∕¾<

Qo _ j

Q°

∂Qo
∂Qo
÷ A∙y
t ∂X
∂Y

(2.36)

=0

where

Q<, = Qn
o
Qo = QZ~1

The finite element method was chosen for the solution of 2.32, with the hope that

it would provide better convergence for modern slider bearings which typically contain
high pressure gradients. The capabilities of fitting curved boundaries, and of creating non-

rectangular meshes, also offer some advantages when modeling certain slider geometries.
Using the Galerkin approach, the strong form of the weighted residual formulation for
Equation 2.36 is written as:
∕

w

∂2Qo
∂2Qo
∂X2 + ∂Y2

C(Q)o (∂Qo ∂Eo
∂Qo ∂Eo∖
Eo ∖∂X ∂X + ∂Y ∂Y J

2Qo (∂2Eo
∂2Eo∖
Eo ∖ ∂X2 + ∂Y2 J

In the Bunov-Galerkin approach, where the weighting and shape functions are the

same, it is advantageous to balance derivative orders, and hence continuity requirements,
for the terms.

To do this in Equation 2.37, Green’s theorem is applied to the terms

involving second derivatives of Qo and Eo. The resulting weak form of the weighted residual

- 15 formulation is given in Equation 2.38.

∕

∂W ∂Qo
∂X ∂X

∂W ∂Q°
∂Y ∂Y

_ . ∕∂Qo ∂Ho,∂Qo ∂Ho∖
i> ∖∂X ∂X
∂Y ∂Y J

W_ ,
Ho

(∂Ho∖2
f∂Ho
∖∂X ) + V ∂Y

2Qo (∂W ∂Ho
dW_ ∂∏Λ
2WQo
Ho ∖∂X ∂X + ∂Y ∂Y ) + H%

(2.38)

ZKnC{Qo}W
+
l3∕2
Q
+

d®° j. a d^o
λ≈e ∂X +ky ∂Y
a

WC(Qo)

2tfo√ζ>

The domain v, comprising the area under the slider exclusive of the boundary, is now

divided into individual subdomains or elements. The value of the dependent variable Qo
within an element is denoted by Q®. In the finite element approximation, Qeo is expressed

in terms of its nodal values, and the shape functions Ne, as follows:

Qeo ≈ (Xe} {Qeo} ∙

(2.39)

For simplicity, the shape functions are also used as weighting functions; i.e.,

We =iWe =

N? .

(2.40)

Combining 2.38, 2.39, and 2.40 results in the following equation for node ι, not on

BlQe

{Qeo}+ ∂Ho
∂Y

+1^m)-2)
Ho

+

2 ∂Ho
1 dH°
Ho ∂X ∖Ho ∂X

+

2 ∂Ho
Ho ∂Y ∖Hn ∂Y

+
+

N? (Ne) {Q:} -

1 as° rr; <λ"> {<χ} -

a≈w∙

(λγ=> {<3
(2.41)

{<κ}+vtf (££) {<κ})

ff°VQ
C(Qt>) ( A⅛1-Λ,⅛⅛Λ"! {Ql}
2HoQaJ2
∂X
∂Y

+

C(Qo)
2Hoy∕Q

(A

∂Q° I * ∂Qo
kχ ∂X + λy ∂Y

{<?:

(N') {Q'o}^

(⅛)'÷oy

3‰≤⅛2)

c(Q)

‘ ∖ ∂Y

d/

=0,

-16where Qθ and iWe must be Co continuous within elements as well as between them.

Equation 2.41 can be written in the form

[Xe] {«} = {/έ. } + {*“}-

(2∙42)

where
ι

ι

w=s j

∫dΛΓe
t ∂X

f ∂Ne ) ∕∂Ne
∂X ∕ + 1 ∂Y ∫ ∖ ∂Y

iO
1 ∂Ho
2 ∂Eo
Eo ∂X ∖Eo ∂X

<JT>)
(2-43)

÷⅛X⅛

(JV«>

+

⅛(*∙⅛**∙⅛)i"'H'∙>)

M = √∕
-1 -1

+

det[J]dξ dη

C(Qo)
fkι∂Qa+k Wo
2Hoy∕0~o \VdY
XQX

3gnC(<go)

Qo/2

(2-44)
f∂Qo∖2
∖∂X J

f∂Qo
V∂Y

{7Ve} det[J]dξdf∕

{∕qo} = — [Ke] { vector of zeroes and specified Qo values } .

(2∙45)

In the above equations, det[J] is the Jacobian determinant for the mapping between
parent and actual elements, and ξ and η are the coordinates in the parent element.
Solving 2.42 involves computing 2.43, 2.44, and 2.45, all of which depend on an initial

guess for Qo∙ There are two extremes of bearing behavior that can be used to help bound
such a guess. The first is the low bearing number limit where A approaches zero, and the
film pressure becomes uniform and equal to the ambient pressure; i.e., Po(X,Y) = 1.0.
This results in a first guess for Qo of
Qo{X,Y} = E⅛X,Y} .

(2-46)
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The second case, where the bearing number becomes infinitely large, more closely approx
imates the pressure distribution of sliders currently in use. The limiting solution for an

infinite bearing number is given by
Hi
Hσ(X,Y) ’

Po(X,Y)

Qo(X,Y) = H? .

(2∙47)

This latter expression is used as a first guess for the solutions computed in this thesis.

Evaluation of 2.43, 2.44, and 2.45 requires integration over the parent element. The

elements chosen for the solution of 2.41 are 8-node, isoparametric elements, Figure 2.2, and

integrations are performed numerically using 9-point Gaussian quadrature.
Having computed the equilibrium pressure solution, Po{X,Y), Equations 2.29 and 2.30
can now be solved for pi and p2∙ Although these equations are coupled, it is possible to

avoid iteration by formulating a simultaneous, partitioned solution for pi and p2∙ Using
the finite element method, the equations are first rewritten as follows:

w∙{S≈KSP>κ>∙>M^<S) “
t∕ze [(»«»>
U
+ ¾{Ne}

W} + ¾{Λr'}<JV"}{p5}

<∕n⅛} + Kif.,⅛^^j. <X∙>{p5}

∂Y

σK
Ho

i

{Xe} {Xe) {P2}

f ∂Ne

t ∂X

∂Ne
∂X

(2.48)

∂Y

dve=Q

dγ

! {p5} + M*,} (⅞γ) {⅛}

+ ⅞{∕r} lς~^∣ {⅛} + ¾{JV,} (∏') {p5}
(2-49)

+kj4⅜{¾f}
σKħPof.,^
H
λ
∙lo2

σK

{Π’} + — {N∙} {N∙) {p∙1} dve = 0

<jv'>⅛}

F IG U R E

2.2:

8-N O D E IS O P A R A M E T R IC M A P P E D E L E M E N T
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-19where
C1 = 3KA

Po +

4ffn
Ho

c==κ {⅛ ÷ ⅛ ¾F («»+^J - ⅛}

+±

cs = κ

(¾+W) - ⅛}

kyv ''^
∂Ho
C _ 3κ ) dp° dH° + dp° dH° _ Aa, ∂Ho _ “
4
5 ∂X ∂X + ∂Y ∂Y
3H? ∂X
3H% ∂Y
C5

∂Po∖2
f∂PoXi ι 2
, 2gn>l (∂Po ∂Ho , ∂Po ∂Ho
3Kft<J I dχ J + dγ J + Ho (p°+ χo J { gχ ∂X + ∂Y ∂Y
Λ≈__ ∂POi _ Ay ∂Po
______
3H% ∂X
3H% ∂Y
^Aa: + 7Ay^

+

∂P - c2
71 = Oa ⅞⅞
∂X
∂P
t2=KH0-jf-Cs

*
τ
7s

_ ac1 ∂Po
∂c1 ∂Po
∂X ∂X + ∂Y ∂Y

6

aκ apo aκ

τ< (∂P° ∂Ho , ∂Po ∂Ho∖ ,
yi∖∂X∂X + ∂Y∂Yj+ h,o ' ∂X ∂X

∂Po
+ ∂Y ∂Y '

4

Equations 2.48 and 2.49 can now be expressed in partitioned form

'M-M ' ∫ {pO 1 » —- 4 fPι})∖
{¾'} J
. M M. 1 te) J

(2.50)

with the individual submatrices in 2.50 defined as follows

1 1 Γ Γ ∂N* Ί ∕ ∂Ne ∖
∂Ne∖ ; „ f.~1 ∕∂Ne
M√∕ RW∙β3fe)∙<"fi
+
-1 -1

f-∣v'

( ∂X

Vv",'

,'

(2.51)

÷**∙(S{S⅛⅜∙>*⅛(S⅜∙>)

[¾] = ∕∕ f⅞lw'}<w'>

-ι -ι

det[J]dξ dη

det[ J]dξ dη

(2.52)
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{ff} = √∕[c1 ∂Pθ
∂X
-1 -1

∂Ne
∂X

^ ∂Po
+σ

det[J]d£dr?

∂Y 1 ∂Y

⅛'}=√∕
-1 -1

σ^KħPo
{J'r'}
H
j~lo2

det[J]dξ dη

(2.53)

(2-54)

When written in terms of complex quantities, 2.50 can be seen to be of the same form
as the matrix equation for the equilibrium solution, Equation 2.42. This is convenient for
solution on a computer, since the same matrix reduction algorithm can be used to solve
for the unknown quantities. In this fashion, the linearized dynamic stiffness and damping

matrices of the slider bearing are obtained without iteration.
[-Kp + t'-Kp]

{pι + ipz} — {∙Fι + *i⅛}

(2.55)

2.4 Properties of the Solution
Before using the linearized dynamic stiffness and damping of the gas bearing in for

mulating the equations of motion of the slider, it is interesting to examine the behavior of

pi and p% for some special cases.
The simplest special case is the plane isothermal squeeze film, or 1-D parallel plate
problem. The slider is assumed to be infinitely wide and parallel to the disk surface, and the

only dimension of the problem is in the direction of lubricant flow velocity. This problem
was solved analytically, for the case of zero bearing number, by Langlois (84). Equations

2.29 and 2.30 for this case reduce to the following:
⅛⅛=*(n + ι)

(2∙56)

d2p
dΓ2 = ~σΡ2

(2∙57)

The analytical solutions, due to Langlois (84), are

2
f
k
k
Pi (Y} =——------------ r < cosh — cos — cosh kY cos kY
cosh k + cos k 1
2
2
⅛
]c
}+ sinh — sin — sinh kY sin kY

(2.58)
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2
i
k
k
p-2(Y) =------- ----------- < — sinh — sin — cosh kY cos kY
cosh k + cos k (
2
2

k
k
+ cosh — cos — sinh kY sin kY
2
2

(2.59)

where

=(i)lz2
_

if sinh k + sin k
k ( cosh k + cos k

_ 1 f sinh ⅛ — sin ⅛
k f cosh k + cos k

(2.60)
(2.61)

When the squeeze number, σ, is very large, the following approximations for ∕ι and

/2 are obtained.

2\1/2
fι ≈ 1 1/2

(2.62)

Similarly, for a very small squeeze number,
/1 ≈
/2 ≈

120
σ
12 '

(2.63)

Results from the finite element solution are compared with Langlois’ analytical values

in Figures 2.3 through 2.6. Figure 2.3 shows the correlation between the in-phase and out-

of-phase perturbation pressures, p1 and ∫⅛, respectively, along the bearing. The resulting

in-phase and out-of-phase forces are compared in Figure 2.4, as a function of the squeeze
number, showing good agreement. The in-phase load for a unit perturbation in the z, or
heave, direction, corresponding to the vertical stiffness of the bearing, is shown in Figure

2.5. The analytical and finite element solutions agree well over a large range of frequencies.

The asymptotes from Equations 2.62 and 2.63 are also shown for comparison. The out-of
phase load for a unit vertical velocity, representing the heave damping coefficient, is shown

to correlate between the two solution methods in Figure 2.6. Asymptotes from Equations

2.62 and 2.63 are also given in this figure.
A second case of interest is that of the 1-D plane wedge, similar to the parallel plate

problem except that the bearing now presents a converging channel to the oncoming flow.

X -P o s itio n (in c h e s )
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- 26 For the limiting case of a zero bearing number, the equations for the 1-D plane wedge

reduce to the following:

d2pι ι 3 dHo dpi _ -σ~
^dγι +
~dY ^dY ~ ^hIp2

d2p2
3 dHo dp2 _ σ
dr7 + ~H^o~dγ ^dY ~

(2.64)

f
⅞
V1 + ~H~o

(2.65)

Ho{Y) for the plane wedge geometry is given by

Ho(Y) = (1 - Hi)Y + Hi .

(2.66)

For a very large squeeze number, σ, the perturbation pressures are

Pι(^) =

-{α + 7(ro-r)}
(1 - Hi)Y + Hi

(2.67)

p2(Γ) = 0 .

This corresponds, for example, to the case of high-frequency perturbation of the gas film.
Equation 2.67 can be integrated to give the force and moment from the in-phase

pressure component, resulting in,
Λ = (i⅛[(°+^>∙ff'+√l + ⅞⅞⅛}]

m1

(α + 7Γo)
(l-fii)

1+

<2'69>

Hi In Hi

(1 -

si)

1 nrτ ZHi - H?
rr2
Ί
In Hi
(1 - Hiγ i-2fi*∙+-≠

(2.70)
+ fιYo

The 1-D plane wedge differs primarily from the 1-D parallel plate in that it has an
additional degree of freedom in pitch, i.e., in rotation about an axis transverse to the

lubricant flow direction. The numerically computed values for the four stiffness and four
damping coefficients, for a wide range of frequencies, are given in Figures 2.7 through 2.14.

Equations 2.69 and 2.70, with the appropriate choices of a and 7, can be used to predict
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the high-frequency, limiting values of the curves. At this limit, the damping is zero, and

the stiffness components are as given by the following equations:

where

Kfth

= vertical force-per-unit heave displacement

-K'pp

= pitch moment-per-unit pitch rotation

Kph

= pitch moment-per-unit heave displacement

Kfιp

= vertical force-per-unit pitch rotation

It is interesting to note that, for the simple 1-D plane wedge at low speed and high
frequency, the stiffness is a function only of pivot placement, Yσ, and inlet spacing, Hi.
For the limiting case of a zero bearing number and a zero squeeze number, both pi
and p2 vanish. As the bearing number becomes infinitely large while the squeeze number
remains finite, a situation that most closely approximates current slider trends, the following

equations for perturbation pressures are found:
(2∙75)

(2.76)

Equations 2.75 and 2.76 are solved, subject to the boundary conditions of Pι(0) =
p2(0) = Pι(l) = P2(l) = 0 to yield,
hl

r7{⅞-γo(⅞-i)- go}
Ho{Hi - 1)

p2(Γ) = 0 .

(2.77)

(2.78)
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The in-phase force and moment are computed as before.

fι =

ff>ι — fιYo ÷

Ι∏i
- 7y0 - a
(Hi - 1)

27#? In#

1-

In#

(2.79)

(# - 1)

(g'ι¾ιl∣g∙-1)÷21∙hg')

(Hi - 1)3

, 7W. + l)
+ (¾-l)

a
(2Hi]nHi
' (Hi - 1) 1 (Hi - 1)

ττ
lii

J
∫

(2.80)

The stiffness and damping coefficients computed for a high bearing number are constant
with frequency for ω∕V < .001. There is no damping in this limit, except where the squeeze

number becomes significant compared to the bearing number. As with the low bearing
number limit, stiffnesses depend only on the pivot location and inlet spacing. Following

the same procedure as before, the stiffnesses are computed from Equations 2.79 and 2.80
to be

if--=⅛¾-1

Khp=

(2.81)

(1- lnF’

Hi-1
K
*pp

(2.82)

Hi-1

Hi-1

VI
Hi
o∖Hi-l

(Hi-l)2
yVι
o) V

Hi-1

(2.83)

⅛Hi∖
2Hf↑nHi
Hi- 1 ) + (Hi-I)®

Hi
(1 + Hi + 2Yo In Hi) + γ∕∏i + 1
Hi-1
(Hi - 1)*

(2∙84)

A final analytical relationship of interest is obtained when both the bearing number

and the squeeze number are large enough to dominate the other terms in Equations 2.29
and 2.30. For this case, the following ordinary differential equations for p1 and p2 are

obtained.
π ∖

th.,ι

d(p1H0) jl d(ħPo) _ 2ωl „
dY
+ dY
V p2iι0

(2.85)

(2.86)

-37The solutions are as follows:

Pι(y) =

{cos

∙¾

Ho
ft . (2ωlY
lωΓY ∖
P2(y) = -Vinl
V—
— J

(2.87)

(2.88)

Integration of these pressures to obtain loading on the slider bearing results in sine

and cosine integrals, which must be evaluated numerically.

2.5 Summary
Solutions for the equilibrium pressure distribution, and the corresponding forces and
moments, have been obtained using the finite element method. The in-phase and out-

of-phase perturbation pressures were calculated using this pressure field.

From these,

frequency-dependent linearized dynamic stiffness and damping matrices for the slider bear
ing were developed. In the next chapter, these bearing properties will be used in formulating
the equations of motion of the slider.
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CHAPTER 3

SLIDER DYNAMICS
3.1

Slider Equations of Motion

The slider-bearing-support system is shown schematically in Figure 3.1. The support
that holds the slider in place over the moving disk surface is modeled by a set of linear

and rotational springs attached at the pivot point. The dynamical equations of motion are
referenced to a coordinate system located at the mass center of the slider and aligned with

the slider’s principal axes. The positive K-axis of this system is aligned with the direction

of flow through the bearing, and the X-axis is perpendicular to the flow direction.

Motions of the slider in the x and y directions, i.e., in the plane of the disk sur
face, are undesirable because they disturb the alignment of the transducer with magneti

cally recorded information. The slider bearing, however, has very little influence on these

motions, and virtually all slider support systems are designed to provide minimal compli
ance in the disk plane. For that reason, the current analysis is limited to three degrees of

freedom; the slider is free to pitch about the z-axis, to roll about the y-axis, and to heave,
or translate, in the 2-direction.

Based on the spring-mass-damper system defined by Figure 3.1, the equations of

motion for the slider are
.. , l
,
o ,,
∂F
dF
∂F a
mz+k,(1, + <,y + βx)--x--a--β
(3.1)

dF .
dF
q—
. z—
∂z
da

~β = Fz(t)
Qβ

Ipa + kaa + kz{y'z + aya + βx,y' + az'2}
∂Mp
dz

∂Mp .
dβ

dF

dMp

∂Mp . ι dMp .

da

dz

∂F n

dF .

da

dF .

dMp ■
∂β
dF A

(3∙2)
„ , .

∖0z

Ir'β + kββ + kz(x'z + ax,y, + βxa + β∑t2}

dMr
∂M
a*'r o
∂M
aι'rr
∂M
aι'r .
∂Mr ■
∂Mr .
z—
B — — ,, Q - — —z H------ 7— a----------- &
dz
dβ p
da
dz
dβ
dà

— ι,

t(∂F
dF a
dF
dF .
dF ■
dF .∖
τ, , .
+ 1 ∖-ai2 + -aβ^-sZa + τ-i2 + Tββ + ^a)"

(3∙3)
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FIGURE 3.1:

SIDE

THE SLIDER-BEARING-SUPPORT MODEL

-40These equations are conveniently written in matrix form as follows:

(3.4)

where

Γm

[M] =

0

0

0
0

0

0

{ξ}={

[C) =

∖

dF
dz

∂F~

∂Mp
,∂F
-∂Γ-yτ-z

∂Mp _
dà
y dà

dz )

(kzy,
[Æ] =

dà

dz /

dz

dF
' dß

1 dà

(-M+
\ da

',a∕

,
dF
k^-τ-a

dzP (k°+kΛ2 + k*z'2
.dF
i dz
∂Mr
dz
.dF
C dz

kzx, —

,dF_
y da

∂Mp
da

kzx y —X

dMr
da

,∂F
da

∂MιP _ .,>∂F
dß
y dß

(3-5)

dMτ

, dF

dß

dß

kzx' -

dß

kz^-d^
dß
,dF
y dß,

kß + kzz'2 + fczι'2
∂Mr
' dß

,dF
x dß

Solving these equations presents several difficulties. First, the presence of damping
makes traditional methods of uncoupling the equations of motion ineffective, except for very

special forms of damping, which are not expected to exist in the general slider bearing case
(89). Secondly, the stiffness and damping matrices are, in general, non-symmetric because

of the non-symmetric contributions of the slider bearing. Finally, both the stiffness and

damping matrices depend on the frequency of shder motion, thus rendering the eigenvalue

problem associated with Equation 3.4 non-linear.
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3.2 Formulation of the Eigenvalue Problem in 2-N Space
In order to facilitate the computation of modal damping, and to provide a means
for attempting to uncouple the equations of motion, the eigenvalue problem associated

with equation 3.4 is first reformulated as a 2-N space problem, using generalized velocities

as auxiliary variables, as shown in Equations 3.6 and 3.7. The 2-N first order ordinary
differential equations resulting from the transformation of Equation (3.4) are expressed in

matrix form as follows: (Frequency-dependence of [7f] and [C,] is temporarily neglected.)

mw}+m(*)} = {0}

(3∙6)

where

R(*)}

{y(⅛)} =

{£(*)}

[β] =

[S] =

[0]
L[M]

-[M]

[0]

[M]
[C]

(3∙7)

[0]

W

From Equation 3.5, [2Γ] and [C] can be seen to be non-symmetric, thus rendering [E]

and [S], Equation 3.7, non-symmetric as well. Conventional orthogonality relations, such

as those presented by Meirovitch (90) depend on symmetry of [J2] and [S], and thus do not

apply in this case. For this non-symmetric case, the appropriate similarity transformation
for de-coupling the equations of motion is developed in terms of the left and right eigenvalue
problems. Let the response vector {y(t)} take the following form,

{!∕(i)} = HR<χt

(3∙8)

Combining 3.6 and 3.8 yields the following:
« + [S]{7} = {0} ,

(3∙9)

which can be written in the form

P]{7} = -“{7} ,

(3.10)

-42where

[Γ] = [Λ]-1[5].

(3.11)

Equation 3.11 represents the conventional or “right” eigenvalue problem.
The transpose of the dynamical matrix, [23]r, has the same eigenvalues as [23], but

different eigenvectors. Thus, the following “left” eigenvalue problem can also be written.

[B]τfi) = -≈TO

(812)

{⅛}τ[Γ] = -α{⅞}τ ,

(3.13)

{∙γ} = left eigenvector .

(3.14)

or

where

The eigensolutions to equations 3.10 and 3.13 have, respectively, the following forms,

P]{7i} = -o⅛{7i}

{7im =-¾∙{¾}r ∙

(3∙15)
(3.16)

Pre-multiplying Equation 3.15 by {'7√}^r and post-multiplying Equation 3.16 by {7,·}
yields the following pair of equations.

{⅛}τ[o!(ι.) = -¾⅛!rh>

(s.i7)

(¾)tI-d1⅛} = -<⅛{⅝}r {"κ}

(3∙18)

Subtracting Equation 3.17 from Equation 3.18 yields the bi-orthogonality relation for

the left and right eigenvectors.

{7j}r{7.∙} = θ I

i≠3

(3∙19)

In addition, Equations 3.18 and 3.19 imply that

. {0⅛}t[-dKt⅛} =θ;

,'≠J∙

(3∙20)

The relationships in Equations 3.19 and 3.20 will be used to decouple the equations of
motion for the slider-bearing system.
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3.3 Solution of the Frequency Dependent Eigenvalue Problem
Of the solution difficulties discussed in section 3.1, the third and most challenging is
the frequency dependence of the eigenvalue problem. Because the damping ζi, Equation
3.22, is generally quite small, especially for the unstable modes, the analysis is greatly

simplified by using only the imaginary portion of the complex eigenvalue o⅛∙ in evaluating

Ή·

The complete form of the eigenvalue problems of Equations 3.15 and 3.16 are written
[P(Λn(o⅛∙))] {7i} =

-ai{7i}

{xij}τ [P(2m(o⅛))] = -<⅛{Ιj}τ ,
where
Q⅛ = f.ω,∙ + iωi √ 1 - f,2
-------- V

(3.22)

ω⅛ =ω1∙γl
are the complex eigenvalues. Thus, both the left and right eigenproblems are non-linear,
and require an iterative solution technique.

The technique chosen for the non-linear eigenproblem involves a combination of root

bracketing, and Brent’s method. First, the finite element perturbation technique is used

to generate tables of stiffness and damping values for a range of frequencies. Cubic spline
interpolation then provides the eigensolution algorithm with a continuous range of values
for these quantities. Once the stiffness and damping matrices have been computed at a

given frequency, the 2-N matrices [R] and [S] can be assembled. These are then used to
compute the dynamical matrix, [P], in Equation 3.11. The complex eigenvalues of [P], at

a prescribed frequency, are computed by first converting the matrix to upper Hessenberg
form, and then using the QR algorithm. Repeating the above procedure for a range of

frequencies allows the roots to be bracketed.
Once the roots have been located in this manner, Brent’s method is used to converge to
the precise value of damped natural frequency in each bracket. Brent’s method uses a com

bination of bisection and quadratic interpolation to achieve accelerated convergence, while
checking periodically to insure that the search remains within the previously computed

bracket for the root.
Following computation of the complex eigenvalues, which occur as N complex con

jugate pairs, the associated eigenvectors are calculated using inverse iteration. Given an
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eigenvalue and a random normalized initial guess for the eigenvector, a new eigenvector
is computed and the change from the previous vector is compared with the convergence

criteria. This scheme exhibits approximately linear convergence, with a computational load

of O(N2). Because the eigenvalue does not change, it is only necessary to perform an L-U

decomposition on the dynamical matrix once; subsequent updates of the eigenvector require

only back- substitution. One possible problem with this scheme, peculiar to non-symmetric
matrices, is the “defective” case, which may result from an unfortunate initial guess for the

eigenvector. This is avoided by computing a growth factor equal to the magnitude of the
difference between the initial guess and the first computed eigenvector. When the growth

factor is small, the initial guess is altered; only a large growth factor will lead to good
convergence.

3.4 Forced Response
By applying a similarity transformation based on the bi-orthogonality relation devel
oped in Section 3.2 to the forced problem arising from Equation 3.4, the equations of motion

can be decoupled for a generalized input, and expressed in terms of a sequence of 2-N firstorder ordinary differential equations that can be easily solved. Subsequent examination of

these equations for specific inputs can be used to identify critical design parameters for the
slider bearing system.

Figure 3.2 shows a schematic representation of the mechanical slider-bearing-support
system, and the various types of inputs to which it may be subjected. Equation 3.4 for this
system may be rewritten as follows:

M{f(i)} + [C,]{ξ(i)} + [K]{f(i)} = {7(t)} ,

(3.23)

{Λ*)} = {∕(*)} + [⅛>]{epW} + [<⅛]{ξd (t)} + [κ5]{e√f)}.

(3.24)

where

Equation 3.6 now becomes

[β]{y(i)} + [s]{y(t)} = {F(t)} ,

(3.25)

where

{F(t)} =

(3.26)
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Premultiplying Equation 3.25 by [-R]~1 as before yields the following set of 2-N equations
for the forced problem
«(<)} + p]⅛(t)} = [B]-1{i∙(l)}

(3.27)

with [D] defined by Equation 3.1l as before. Equation 3.27 is uncoupled by first assuming

a solution of the form
2JV

⅛W} = ∑ ⅛}⅛M = [CJ{i(<)} ■

(3∙28)

r=l

The columns of the modal matrix, [G], are the right eigenvectors, {q}, obtained from the
homogeneous solution. The elements of the column vector, {g(t)}, consist of 2N generalized
displacements, which are to be determined. Substituting Equation 3.28 into 3.27 and pre
multiplying the result by [G]r yields the following:
[Glτ[C]{j(i)} + [∂]τ(i>)(G){i(t)} = {<5j≈∙[B]-1 {F(1)},

(3.29)

where [G] is the left-modal matrix, formulated from the solution eigenvectors of the left

eigenproblem.

The bi-orthogonality relations in Equations 3.19 and 3.20 permit the following defini
tions to be made.

[<?*] ≡ [G]r {G] = diagonal matrix
[d*] = [G]r[Z>][G] = diagonal matrix

(3.30)

{<3(()} ≡ [Of [K]-1 {F(i)} = [G]τ { <m[01}7(f)> }

Equations 3.30 and 3.17 imply that

<Γr = -argt .

(3.31)

Combining Equations 3.29, 3.30, and 3.31 results in the following for the r-th uncoupled,
forced response equation.

9r(t) ~ arQr(t) = ~Qr{t) j
Sr

r — lj 2,..., 2N

(3.32)

Assuming the initial conditions to be zero, the solution to Equation 3.32 can be written

in terms of the following convolution integral.

t,w = 4

t

f Q,w*-ry<k
Sr J
0

(3.33)

-47In order to solve for the displacements, {ξ(i)}, consider the definition of {y(t)} in

Equation 3.28,
{y(t)} =

{C(t)}

= [G]{7(i)} =

{ew)

a»?]

LW

{gW},

(3.34)

where the N × 2N rectangular matrix [r∕] represents the lower half of the modal matrix,

[Gf]. The displacement vector can now be written as

{ξ(i)} = [π]{g(*)}
2N-

= ∑Mlr(t)
(3.35)

r=l
2N

= ∑br}-⅛
ι1

*λ

r
r—
—

i Qr{r)ea^t

‰

Assuming that the eigenvectors defining the modes of the system occur in pairs as
complex conjugates, they can be ordered such that the (r + l)-th mode is the complex

conjugate of the r-th mode. The final solution is simplified by the following complex vector
notation.

pr* = ∣5r∙∣e^5

ir*+1 = ∣ffr*∣e-^

{√} = {l√∣e*e'} ;
<3r(t) = ∣<3r(i)∣eiβ' ;

(3.36)

{√+1} = {∣√∣e-,eQ

(3.37)

Qr+1(t) = ∣Qr(t)∣e"^

(3.38)

αr = ςτuτ + tωr√l - fr2 ;

αr+ι = ζrωr - iωr ∖∕ 1 - fr2

(3.39)

Combining Equations 3.35 through 3.39 yields the following solution for the displace

ment vector.
W}=T1 ⅛∕l^M∣e-'
r-l,0,...

0

{|»7rl cos [ωr√l - ς2(i - r) + θ0
r - 0« -

∣ dr

Equation 3.40 expresses the displacement vector for the slider-bearing-support system
for any combination of pivot point displacement, disk surface displacement, and/or applied

loading on the slider body. Once the loading function, {^(i)}, has been evaluated from

Equation 3.24, Equations 3.26 and 3.30 can be used to compute {Q(t)}. This is then used
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in Equation 3.40, together with the eigenvalues, ar, and the corresponding eigenvectors,
{ηr}, to compute the displacements of the center of mass of the slider body.

3.5

Response to Periodic Disk Displacement

The motion of the disk surface is primarily periodic in nature. This motion is due to

many factors, including the out-of-flatness of the disk, which produces displacement at the
frequency of rotation, as well as the vibrations of the disk at its natural frequencies. One

of the principal requirements for slider bearings is that they maintain an approximately

constant spacing between the magnetic transducer and the disk in order to insure error-free

transmission of data. It is thus worthwhile to examine the elements of slider-bearing design,
which have the greatest influence on spacing.

Consider the case of sinusoidal disk motion, where the displacement vector is written
as
{frf(i)} = {6z}sinωof .

(3.41)

Equation 3.24 for the total forcing function now becomes
{7(i)} = ωo[Cs]{6z} cosωot+ [2fs]{6i}sinωof ,

(3.42)

and Equation 3.30 implies
«(<)) = [<{{A} cosω0i + {∙D2} sin ωot} ,

(3.43)

{P1}=ωo[M]-1[C½]{ξd}

z
(3.44)

{P2} = [M]~1[Ks]{ω

and [η] is the upper portion of the left-modal matrix, [G].

3.6

Response to a Random Input

In its normal operating environment, the slider-bearing system may experience random

inputs that are due to disk motion, support displacement and/or buffeting of the slider body

by the air flow in the disk-drive enclosure. Consider a random excitation of the slider system

such that the equations of motion can be written as follows:
[M]{⅛)} + ∣C]tiW} + W{ξ(t)> = {X(∣)} ,

(3.45)

-49where {^(t)} is an ergodic random forcing function, and {ξ(i)} represents the random

displacement response. Using the same 2N space modal analysis as before to uncouple the

equations of motion, the following expression for Qτ(i) is obtained.
Q√i) = {ηr}7W1 W)}

(3.46)

The response mean-square value for this input is obtained as follows:
2ΛT 2N

∞- έεε “ I

÷ι1^ll-..,i -

where Φr*(<*>) is the Fourier transform of the cross-correlation function of the generalized
excitation, ψrt(τ}, given by

T/2
⅛-W=⅛∣ I {MτM-1W)>tt.}7W1W-r)}Λ.

(3.48)

-Γ∕2

The quantities in the denominator of 3.48 are defined in terms of the complex eigenvalues

as shown in Equation 3.22.

3.7 Summary
In this chapter, the stiffness and damping matrices of the slider gas bearing have

been used, together with the dynamical properties of the slider body and support system,

to develop the equations of motion of the slider for three degrees of freedom: vertical

displacement perpendicular to the disk surface, angular displacement in pitch about the
transverse axis, and angular displacement in roll about the longitudinal axis. The problem

was transformed into a 2JV-space problem in order to compute modal damping, and the
resulting nonlinear eigenproblem was solved using an iterative technique. An approximate

similarity transformation based on the left and right modal matrices of the homogeneous
problem was then used in uncoupling the equations of motion for forced response. Finally,

the particular cases of periodic disk surface displacement and of generalized ergodic random
input were examined.
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CHAPTER 4

SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE THEORY
4.1

Introduction

The theory developed in this thesis permits calculation of the natural frequencies and
mode shapes of a slider-bearing system about its equilibrium operating position. By ex

amining a number of such positions, it is possible to ascertain numerically the effects of
pitch angle, yaw angle, and minimum spacing. The stiffness and damping properties of the

slider bearing are computed from the in-phase and out-of-phase components of perturba
tion pressure, and thus the perturbation pressure fields determine how the slider-bearing
geometry contributes to these important dynamic properties.

This chapter begins by comparing the plane wedge and taper-fiat slider pad geometries.
Differences in static pressure and in perturbation pressures for a coupled, pitch-heave mode

of oscillation are used to draw conclusions about the effect of bearing geometry on stiffness

and damping properties. The dynamic response of these two slider-bearing pads, for various
conditions of yaw angle, pitch angle, and minimum spacing, are also discussed. Comparison

of these two designs serves to help establish the relationship between bearing-film geometry,

the distribution of the static and perturbation pressures, and their ultimate effect on the
dynamic properties of the lubricating film.

The remainder of Chapter 4 is devoted to the evaluation of the IBM Model 2314
slider, representing one of the earliest self-acting, bearing designs, and the IBM Model
3370, which is currently in wide use in the disk-drive industry. The dynamic behavior of

each is computed for its typical operating conditions, and the characteristics of the two
are compared. Additional response calculations for the IBM Model 3370 demonstrate the

application of the forced-response model.

4.2

Effect of Bearing Geometry on Static Performance

The static performance of the slider bearing is characterized by the total pressure
developed when the slider is at equilibrium. The integral of this pressure over the slider-

bearing surface determines the bearing load, while the center of pressure represents the
point about which this pressure distribution exerts no moment in pitch.

The gas-film
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geometries and disk velocity used in computing the static performance data are shown in
Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
One of the simplest possible slider-bearing film geometries is the plane wedge, shown

in Figure 4.1. The fiat bearing, at an angle relative to the disk surface, forms a converging

channel for the oncoming flow. This simple geometry is one of the easiest to manufacture,
and the linear height profile H(X, Y} makes analysis straightforward. A major disadvantage

of the plane wedge is the complete loss of hydrodynamic pressure at zero pitch angle, when
the slider surface is parallel to the disk.
A modified version of the plane-wedge slider pad is used in the majority of disk drives
manufactured today. This pad geometry is shown in Figure 4.2. It differs from the plane

wedge in that an additional angle is provided at the nose. This inlet taper produces an initial
positive pitch moment for slider-bearing systems, which are designed to rest in contact with

a stationary disk surface and then “take off” unassisted as the disk begins to rotate. This
positive pitch moment can counteract the negative moment that is due to friction with the
disk surface and can form a stable, nose-up flying attitude. The inlet taper also prevents

loss of the hydrodynamic bearing load at zero pitch angle.

4.2.1

Static Pressure Distribution

The effect of the inlet taper on static pressure distribution in the slider bearing can

be seen by comparing Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The colors in these plots indicate the pressure
under the slider-bearing pad in atmospheres, according to the scale at the right of each

figure. For the same operating conditions, the taper-flat pad develops a slightly higher

peak pressure at the tail than the plane-wedge pad does. The taper-flat pad, unlike the
plane wedge, also forms a relatively high pressure at the front of the bearing behind the
inlet taper. This additional pressure peak not only increases the total bearing load, but

also shifts the center of pressure towards the nose of the slider pad.

4.2.2

Bearing Load

The effects of roll-angle change on a single pad are relatively small. Roll angle affects

the pressure distributions in the two-pad slider mainly through the resulting vertical dis
placement of the individual pads. The motions of the slider pad in pitch, and in vertical

displacement, are thus of primary interest in relating slider-bearing geometry to static and
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FIGURE 4.1:

PLANE-WEDGE SLIDER PAD
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FIGURE 4.2:

TAPER-FLAT SLIDER PAD
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- 56 dynamic performance. The effects of minimum bearing clearance, pitch angle, and yaw
angle on static bearing load are shown in Figures 4.5 through 4.10.

Over the range of tail spacings shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, the load curves for the

plane-wedge and taper-flat slider-bearing geometries show a similar trend, except that the

total load developed by the taper-flat pad is approximately double that of the plane wedge.

The effect of pitch angle on the bearing load for the plane wedge and taper-flat pads

is shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, respectively. The general trend is opposite for the two
different sliders. As the pitch angle of the taper-flat slider is increased, the inlet taper is
raised farther from the disk surface, thus losing its load-producing capability. At a pitch

angle of 300 microradians, both the taper-flat and plane-wedge pads have similar pressure

distributions and nearly the same total bearing load.
Yaw angle effects are particularly important in disk drives that are designed for use in
microcomputers. The smaller size of these drives often dictates the use of a swinging-arm

device for positioning the slider bearing radially on the disk surface. Such a positioner

cannot maintain alignment of the slider bearing with the tangent direction of disk rotation,
and the resulting yaw angle influences slider-bearing performance.

Increasing the yaw

angle reduces the load for both the plane-wedge and the taper-flat geometries, as shown in

Figures 4.9 and 4.10. Yawing the slider pad relative to the flow direction causes some of

the incoming flow to be directed out the side of the bearing, resulting in a loss of pressure

at the tail.

4.2.3 Center of Pressure
The point about which the pitch moment of the pressure distribution is zero, referred

to as the center of pressure, is also affected by minimum bearing clearance, pitch angle,
and yaw angle, as shown in Figures 4.11 through 4.16. Center of pressure is measured from
the tail of the slider-bearing pad, and has units of inches.

Increasing the tail spacing shifts the center of pressure toward the nose of both the

plane-wedge and the taper-flat slider bearings, as shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12. As the
spacing becomes larger, the peak pressure at the tail is reduced to a greater degree than

the pressure at the nose, and this shifts the center of pressure toward the front. The center
of both slider bearing pads is located .080" from the tail; the center of pressure for the
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- 65 plane-wedge pad remains behind this point over the range of 10 microinch to 30 microinch

tail spacing, while at a tail spacing of 21 microinches, the center of pressure of the taper-flat

slider coincides with the geometric center of the pad.
Center of pressure is also affected by pitch angle, as illustrated by Figures 4.13 and
4.14. As the pitch angle is increased, both the plane-wedge and taper-fiat slider-bearing

pads exhibit a shift of the center of pressure toward the tail, implying a positive pitch

stiffness. The center of pressure for the plane-wedge pad remains behind its geometric
center for the range of 50 microradians to 300 microradians of pitch. The center of pressure
for the taper-flat slider-bearing pad coincides with its geometric center at a pitch angle of

100 microradians.
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the effect of yaw angle on the location of the center of

pressure for plane-wedge and taper-flat slider-pad geometries. In both cases, the increase
in yaw angle decreases the peak pressure at the tail of the slider pad, thus moving the
center of pressure toward the nose.

The many factors affecting bearing load and center of pressure, which include minimum

spacing, pitch angle, and yaw angle, determine the static, equilibrium operating condition
for the slider-bearing system. By performing a perturbation analysis about this equilibrium
position, the dynamic performance of the slider-bearing system can be evaluated.

4.3 Effect of Bearing Geometry on Dynamic Performance
The contribution of bearing geometry to slider dynamics is determined by the pertur
bation pressure fields. The distribution of the in-phase and out-of-phase pressures within
the gas film depends on the perturbation of H(X,Y). For evaluation of the stiffness and
damping matrices, the gas film is perturbed separately in heave, pitch, and roll for a range

of frequencies. These matrices are used in formulating the equations of motion of the entire
slider-bearing system.

The eigensolutions of the slider-bearing system define the damped natural frequencies
and the corresponding normalized displacement vectors for the slider body. If displaced
from equilibrium, the slider body will always oscillate at one or more of these frequencies.

When the slider body is in motion at one of its natural frequencies, and in the corresponding
mode shape, the gas film is perturbed with the same frequency and shape.
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The distribution of in-phase perturbation pressure for a modal displacement of the
slider body thus represents the contribution of the gas film to the stiffness matrix of the

slider-bearing system, while the distribution of out-of-phase pressure indicates the con
tribution of the gas film to the damping matrix. The connection between slider-bearing

geometry and the contribution of the gas film to stiffness and damping can be visualized
by perturbing the slider body according to the eigensolutions of the slider-bearing system,

and examining the resulting in-phase and out-of-phase perturbation pressure fields.
This section begins by comparing the perturbation pressure fields for the plane-wedge

and taper-flat pads while oscillating in the first coupled, pitch/heave mode. The effects of

pitch angle, yaw angle, and vertical spacing from the disk surface on dynamic response of

plane wedge and taper-flat pads are then examined.

4.3.1

Perturbation Pressure Distribution

The perturbation pressure fields for the plane-wedge and taper-fiat slider pads are

shown in Figures 4.17 through 4.20. The dimensions of the slider pads in the color plots
are not shown to scale. The colors in the plots correspond to the magnitude of the pertur
bation pressure according to the scale at the right of each figure. The numerical values of

perturbation pressure are non-dimensionalized by the ambient pressure outside the bear
ing (see Equation 2.13). The shape of the perturbation, ħ(X,K), is determined from the

normalized eigenvector.
In the coupled pitch/heave mode of oscillation, there is no height perturbation along

the axis of pitch rotation, and the perturbation pressure is zero. The location of the axis

about which the slider body rotates in the coupled pitch/heave mode, relative to the tail
of the slider body, is referred to as the center of rotation.
The in-phase pressure fields for the first coupled, pitch-heave mode of the plane-wedge

and taper-flat slider-bearing pads are shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18, respectively. The

natural frequencies corresponding to Figures 4.17 and 4.18 are 21.5 KHz for the plane
wedge, and 24.4 KHz for the taper-flat pad.
From a comparison of Figures 4.17 and 4.18, the effect of the inlet-taper on the center
of rotation in the first coupled, pitch-heave mode is evident. For the plane wedge, Figure

4.17, the center of rotation is in the rear half of the slider pad, while for the taper-fiat shown
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in Figure 4.18, it is in the front half of the pad. For this mode, the additional pressure
peak near the nose of the taper-fiat pad shifts the center of rotation away from the tail of

the slider body.
The in-phase pressure in the taper-fiat pad is greatest near the tail, where the spacing

between the disk and slider pad is the smallest. This area is also farthest from the center
of rotation, and thus experiences a larger vertical perturbation. For the plane-wedge pad,

the center of rotation is near the tail, and the percentage change in vertical spacing is
nearly the same at either end of the slider pad. The plane-wedge pad thus exhibits peaks

in in-phase perturbation pressure at both the nose and the tail.

Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show the out-of-phase perturbation pressure fields for the same
coupled, pitch-heave mode as in Figures 4.17 and 4.18. The fraction of critical damping for
the plane-wedge pad in this mode (Figure 4.19) is .018, while for the taper-flat it is .06. The

taper-flat slider profile shows very little out-of-phase perturbation pressure around the inlet
taper but has its peak value near the tail, where the transverse gradient of static pressure

is high, and the vertical motion is greatest. For the plane-wedge slider pad, Figure 4.19,

the maximum out-of-phase perturbation pressure is near the nose, where the longitudinal

gradient of static pressure is the smallest, and the vertical motion is greatest. The plane
wedge also exhibits peak values of perturbation pressure near the region of large transverse

gradient in static pressure at the tail. This peak is of lower magnitude than that of the
taper- fiat because of the reduced vertical displacement of the plane wedge at the tail.

For the pitch-heave mode discussed above, the plane-wedge slider pad exhibits lower
damping and natural frequency than the taper-flat pad. The center of rotation of the
plane-wedge pad is nearer the tail, where the magnetic transducer is most easily placed.
While the addition of the inlet taper improves damping and natural frequency, it also shifts

the center of rotation farther from the transducer location, resulting in greater variation in
spacing between the transducer and the disk surface.

The responses of the plane wedge and the taper-flat slider pad geometries to varia
tions in pitch angle, yaw angle, and tail spacing are compared in the following section. The

slider-bearing system was in equilibrium at each operating condition for the dynamic per

turbation calculations. The solution of the eigenproblem defined by Equation 3.10 provides
the natural frequency, fraction of critical damping, and mode shape that characterize the
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dynamic performance of the slider bearing for each equilibrium condition.

4.3.2

Natural Frequency

According to a modal analysis of the slider-bearing system, there are two coupled
pitch-heave modes, and an uncoupled roll mode of slider oscillation for each pad geometry.
The natural frequencies of these three modes, as a function of tail spacing, are compared
for the plane-wedge and taper-flat slider pads in Figures 4.21. and 4.22. For the range of

10 microinch to 30 microinch tail spacing, the uncoupled roll mode and the second coupled,
pitch-heave mode are very similar for the plane-wedge and taper-flat pads. In the first

coupled, pitch-heave mode, the taper-flat slider pad exhibits consistently higher frequency
over the range of tail spacings studied.

Pitch angle also has a significant effect on natural frequency, as illustrated by Figures

4.23 and 4.24. The sensitivity to pitch angle is similar for the plane-wedge and taper-

flat slider bearing pads in the uncoupled roll mode, but the second coupled, pitch-heave
mode shows a much greater reduction in frequency with higher pitch in the taper-flat pad

geometry.

Natural frequency is also affected by the yaw angle, as shown in Figures 4.25 and 4.26.

The uncoupled roll modes of each of the two slider-bearing geometries show very similar
behavior over the yaw-angle range of 0 to 50 degrees. For the plane-wedge slider pad, Figure
4.25, the coupled, pitch-heave modes become closer in natural frequency with increasing
yaw. Figure 4.26, for the taper-flat pad, shows the two coupled, pitch-heave modes to grow

farther apart in natural frequency as the yaw angle becomes greater.

4.3.3

Fraction of Critical Damping

The modal analysis methods described in Chapter 3 provide a value for the fraction

of critical damping of each of the natural modes. This damping fraction is an important
measure of the slider-bearing system’s stability.

The effect of tail spacing on the fraction of critical damping is illustrated by Figures
4.27 and 4.28 for the plane wedge and taper-flat, slider-bearing geometries, respectively.
The uncoupled roll mode shows an increase in the fraction of critical damping with in

creasing tail spacing for both pad geometries, with the taper-flat pad having a slightly
lower value over the entire range. The first coupled, pitch-heave mode of the plane-wedge
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- 85 slider pad has a very low damping value at a tail spacing of 10 microinches, and shows

only marginal improvement when the tail spacing is increased to 30 microinches. The same
mode for the taper-flat slider pad also shows slight improvement in damping with increas
ing tail spacing and has higher overall values than the plane wedge. In the second coupled,

pitch-heave mode, both the plane-wedge and taper-fiat pads exhibit a value of fraction of

critical damping that increases and then levels off, as the tail spacing becomes greater. The
overall damping values for the plane wedge are approximately double those of the taper-flat

pad for this mode.
The fraction of critical damping for the two coupled pitch-heave modes of the plane-

wedge slider is relatively insensitive to pitch angles ranging from 50 to 300 microradians, as
seen in Figure 4.29. Figure 4.30 shows the fraction of critical damping as a function of pitch
angle for the taper-flat slider pad. The second pitch-heave mode of the taper-flat shows an

increase in fraction of critical damping with pitch angle, while the first pitch-heave mode
loses damping as pitch angle becomes larger. Experimental observations of taper-flat sliders

using optical interferometry indicate incipient pitch instability at pitch angles greater than
300 microradians. This loss of pitch stability at large pitch angles can be deduced from the
present analysis.

Yaw angle has also been found, through experimental observations, to cause instability

at values greater than approximately 30 degrees. The computed effect of yaw angle on the
fraction of critical damping, for the plane wedge and taper-fiat slider bearing pads, is

illustrated by Figures 4.31 and 4.32. Both pitch-heave modes show a decrease in fraction

of critical damping with yaw angle for the plane-wedge slider pad, while, for the taperflat, the second pitch-heave mode shows a minimum in the damping curve at a yaw angle

of approximately 30 degrees. The fraction of critical damping obtained from the present
analysis thus serves to predict the loss of slider-bearing stability with increasing yaw angle.

4.3.4 Center of Rotation
The main function of the slider bearing in a magnetic recording system is to maintain a

constant spacing between the magnetic read-write transducer and the disk surface. Because
of manufacturing constraints, this magnetic transducer is usually placed at the tail of the

slider body. The eigenvectors obtained from the modal analysis technique developed here
can be used to compute the center of rotation for the two coupled, pitch-heave modes. In
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-90the figures that follow, center of rotation is measured from the tail of the slider pad such

that negative values are behind the slider, and positive values are nearer the nose. From a
design standpoint, it is desirable to minimize the distance between this center of rotation
and the location of the magnetic transducer (usually at the tail). In the ideal situation,
both coupled, pitch-heave modes would have a center of rotation of zero for the specific

slider geometries considered here.
The effect of tail spacing on the center of rotation for the plane-wedge and taper-flat

slider-bearing pads is shown in Figures 4.33 and 4.34. Neither of the coupled pitch-heave

modes of the plane-wedge pad shows much change with tail spacing over the range of 10

to 30 microinches. For the taper-fiat pad, Figure 4.34, the rotational centers of the two
coupled pitch/heave modes move toward the nose and tail of the slider with increasing tail
spacing. Excitation of the first pitch/heave mode, with its center of rotation nearer the tail

of the slider, would have less effect on the spacing between a tail-mounted transducer and
the disk surface than excitation of the second pitch/heave mode.
Pitch angle also has a more pronounced effect on the center of rotation for the taper-

flat slider pad than for the plane wedge, as seen from Figures 4.35 and 4.36. For both slider

geometries, decreasing pitch angle causes the rotational centers of the two pitch/heave

modes to move towards opposite ends of the slider. In the plane-wedge slider, the center of
rotation of the highest frequency mode is nearest the nose of the slider, while it is nearest
the tail for the taper-flat geometry.

Yaw angle affects the center of rotation for the plane-wedge and taper-flat slider pads

as depicted in Figures 4.37 and 4.38. For the plane wedge, Figure 4.37 shows the center
of rotation moving away from the tail with increasing yaw angle for both of the coupled,
pitch-heave modes. The same effect is shown in Figure 4.38 for the taper-flat slider pad.

4.4 The Model 2314 Slider
A very early slider design used by IBM Corporation in its disk drives was the Model
2314 slider bearing, shown in Figure 4.39. This slider bearing used a simple spherical

surface, with two holes added to reduce the pressure, and thereby decreased the load
required to hold the slider at a reasonable distance from the disk surface. Unlike more
recent slider designs that are in contact with the stationary disk and “take off” during
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-97 FIGURE 4.39:

MODEL 2314 SLIDER

Nominal Operating Parameters:

Surface Speed:

1200 inches/sec

Min. Spacing:

90 μ inches

Pitch Angle:

300 μ radians

Load:

358 grams

Center of Press:

.350 inches from rear

- 98 -

spin-up, the model 2314 was designed to be loaded, by means of a cam mechanism, against
a moving disk surface.

Because of the lower data densities recorded on the disk, the dynamics of this slider

design were somewhat less critical than the dynamics of its more modern counterparts.

Nevertheless, it is interesting to examine this slider to aid in establishing correlation between

observed performance and the predictions of the present analytical techniques.

The table below summarizes the dynamic analysis of the Model 2314 slider bearing,
which was computed at the following nominal conditions:

Minimum Spacing:
Pitch Angle:

Surface Speed:

Bearing Number:

90 microinches

300 microradians
1200 inches/sec
95.9 .

Freq.
(KHz)

Damping
Fraction

0.177
-1.000
0.000

.68

.099

Heave
Pitch
Roll

0.000
0.000
1.000

.85

.216

Heave
Pitch
Ro∏

0.643
1.000
0.000

3.27

.184

Mode No.

Component

Norm. Displ.

1

Heave
Pitch
Roll

2

3

The nominal pressure distribution for the 2314 slider bearing is shown in Figure 4.40.

Unlike the other slider bearings examined so far, this design develops a region of pressure
less than ambient near the tail, where the spherical, lapped, surface forms an expanding
channel with the disk. The two pressure maxima at either side of the slider pad represent
the primary source of static load.
The in-phase and out-of-phase perturbation pressure fields for the first coupled, pitchheave mode are presented in Figures 4.41 and 4.42.

The in-phase pressure peaks are

concentrated at the rear edges of the slider pad, and their symmetrical location helps to
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explain the reduced frequency of this mode. The out-of-phase pressure shows a somewhat

more even distribution, with some contribution from the leading portion of the pad, but
the largest values are still concentrated near the center portion of the trailing half of the

pad.
Perturbation pressure distributions for the roll mode are presented in Figures 4.43 and

4.44. The symmetry and distribution of the pressure peaks for both in-phase and out-of

phase values suggest that the slider bearing should exhibit good roll stability. The slight
asymmetry in the values of peak pressure is attributable to computational accuracy.

The second coupled, pitch-heave mode is associated with the perturbation pressure

profiles shown in Figures 4.45 and 4.46. While the peak values of in-phase pressure are not
as great as in the first pitch-heave mode, the pressure field is more uniformly distributed,
resulting in greater stiffness in this mode. Although the out-of-phase pressure peaks appear

to be distributed over the entire slider bearing pad surface, there are also large regions of
relatively low-pressure values. The resulting fraction of critical damping for this mode is

twice that of the first pitch/heave mode.
Experimental observations of the Model 2314 shder show that generally it exhibits good

roll stability, but that it has a tendency to “chatter” and become unstable in a pitch/heave

mode. This is consistent with the relatively low natural frequency and damping values

predicted for the first coupled, pitch/heave mode with the present analysis.

4.5 The Model 3370 Slider
A slider-bearing design widely used in modern disk drives is the IBM 3370 two-rail,

taper-flat slider. This slider was designed to carry a magnetic transducer produced by a

thin-film vacuum deposition process rather than the conventional wire-wound core. The

bearing geometry, shown in Figure 4.47, consists of two separate slider-bearing surfaces,

or rails, each of which has a “taper-fiat” surface profile. This slider bearing differs from

earlier models in that it is designed to rest in contact with the stationary disk surface, and
to raise itself up in a stable manner during spin-up. The taper-flat configuration makes

this possible, while providing a very stable pressure profile in the slider bearing during
operation. This slider bearing is examined at two common nominal operating conditions
for which published experimental data exist. The table below shows the nominal operating
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- 107FIGURE 4.47:

MODEL 3370 SLIDER

0.027, 2 PLCS

0.126 τ^

0.030
I

^o.ooe

Nominal Operating Parameters:

Inner Radius

Outer Radius

Surface Speed:

616 inches/sec

Surface Speed:

804.5 inches/sec

Min. Spacing:

19 μ inches

Min. Spacing:

22.9 μ inches

Pitch Angle:

124.2 μ radians

Pitch Angle:

149.5 μ radians

Load:

8.5 grams

Load:

8.7 grams

Center of Press:

.077 inches

Center of Press:

.076 inches

from rear

from rear

- 108 conditions for the dynamic analysis of the Model 3370 slider bearing, as well as the resulting

natural frequencies, modal damping, and mode shapes:

Outer Disk Radius

Inner Disk Radius

Surface Speed

= 616 in/sec

Surface Speed

— 804.5 in/sec

Min. Spacing

= 19.5 microinches

Min. Spacing

= 22.9 microinches

Pitch Angle

= 124.2 microradians

Pitch Angle

= 149.5 microradians

Load

= 8.5 grams

Load

= 8.7 grams

Ctr. of Pres.

= .077 inches

Ctr. of Pres.

= .076 inches

from rear

Bearing No.

= 281.47

from rear

Bearing No.

= 266.49

.

Dynamic Results at Inner Disk Radius

Mode No.

Component

Norm. Displ.

1

Heave
Pitch
Roll

2

3

Freq.
(KHz)

Damping
Fraction

0.296
-1.000
0.000

11.74

.117

Heave
Pitch
Ro∏

-1.000
-0.547
0.000

17.08

.054

Heave
Pitch
Roll

0.000
0.000
1.000

20.48

.071

Dynamic Results at Outer Disk Radius
Mode No.

Component

Norm. Displ.

1

Heave
Pitch
Roll

2

3

Freq.
(KHz)

Damping
Fraction

0.297
-1.000
0.000

10.40

.173

Heave
Pitch
Roll

-1.000
-0.569
0.000

15.59

.058

Heave
Pitch
Ro∏

0.000
0.000
1.000

18.65

.075
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The above data suggest that the change from inner to outer disk radius flying conditions
produces very little change in the dynamic performance of the slider-bearing system. The

corresponding natural frequencies show a slight decrease, while the modal damping fractions
are increased by a small amount at the outer radius condition. The static and perturbation

pressure fields for the inner and outer radius conditions show the same general features,

and only the inner radius plots are included for discussion in the remainder of this section.
The nominal static pressure field for the 3370 slider is shown in Figure 4.48. The

distribution of the pressure peaks at the four corners of the slider body was intended to

increase the stability of the slider-bearing system and is quite different from the Model
2314 design, Figure 4.40, with its two concentrated, centralized pressure peaks.

Figures 4.49 through 4.54 show the in-phase and out-of-phase pressure distributions
for the three natural frequencies of the slider-bearing system, corresponding to the values in

the table above for the inner radius condition. Both in-phase and out-of-phase perturbation

pressures appear to have their peak values located near the corners of the slider body in
the first, coupled, pitch-heave mode (Figures 4.49 and 4.50). The center of rotation for

this mode is near the geometrical center, and both ends of the slider undergo nearly equal
vertical displacement in this predominantly pitching mode.
The perturbation pressures show more localized peaks, near the taper-flat transition,

in the second, coupled, pitch-heave mode (Figures 4.51 and 4.52). For this case, the center

of rotation is behind the tail, the nose of the slider experiences a larger vertical displacement
than the tail, and the perturbation pressure is therefore larger near the nose of the slider.
In each of these first two modes, the out-of-phase perturbation pressure, representing

the contribution of the gas bearing to damping, exhibits maximum values along the outside

edges of the slider pads. The uncoupled roll mode, Figures 4.53 and 4.54, shows a fairly
even distribution of peak values along the outside pad edges as well, with virtually no
contribution from the front taper region of the pads. It appears as though regions of the
gas film that have high transverse pressure gradients, such as at the outer pad edges of the

taper-fiat slider, form the largest out-of-phase pressure peaks, and thus make a significant
contribution to damping.

Experimental results for the Model 3370 slider were recently reported by Miu (40).
Using a laser-doppler vibrometer, Miu obtained dynamic measurements of the slider bear-
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- 117 ing without interfering with its motion. Although Miu identified two coupled, pitch-heave

modes, and an uncoupled roll mode of slider body oscillation, no attempt was made to quan

tify the mode shapes further. Damping values were also not obtained, but the frequencies
are compared with the calculated values from this thesis in the table below.

Theory vs. Experiment
Radius

Mode No.

Computed
Frequency

Measured
Frequency

Inner

1
2
3

11.7
17.1
20.5

12.0
18.0
17.0

Outer

1
2
3

10.4
15.6
18.7

10.0
15.0
13.0

Note: First two modes are coupled pitch-heave, third is roll.

4.6 Response to Disk Displacement
The primary function of the slider-bearing system is to maintain a small, constant

spacing between the magnetic transducer and the surface of the rotating disk. Displacement

of the disk surface may result from several factors, including axial motion of the spindle

shaft, vibration of the disk at its natural frequencies, buffeting from air flow in the disk-drive
enclosure, or runout because of a deviation from flatness. This latter cause is a primary

contributor to vertical displacement of the disk during normal operation.
One of the advantages of the modal analysis approach developed in Chapter 3 is the

ability to compute the response to various inputs without solving the complete coupled,
time-dependent equations for the gas-bearing and slider system. As an example, consider

the response of the Model 3370 slider, under the conditions existing at the inner disk radius

defined in Section 4.5, to a sinusoidal vertical displacement of the disk.
The following disk surface displacement is typical of that which might be encountered

by the 3370 slider bearing:
{ξdM} = I 0 J sinωot ,

where

zd = .001"
ωo = 377 rad/sec .

(4.1)

- 118 A rotational speed of 3600 rpm is commonly used in disk drives, and thus a disk dis
placement at 60 Hz (377 rad/sec) was chosen here to represent the fundamental runout

frequency.
Because the stiffness and damping matrices, [Jfi] and [Ci] in Equation 3.43, are func

tions of frequency, Equation 3.44 for the forcing function becomes

Qr(t) = ωo{>7ir,}τ [M]"1 [C<γ>] {ξd} cosωθi

+ {*5m}t M-1 [X(r)] {6d} sinωoi ;

r = 1,3,5

(4.2)

In evaluating Equation 4.2 numerically, the stiffness and damping matrices are computed

from tables generated by the finite element perturbation solution. This is accomplished
using cubic splines, as was done for the modal solution described in Chapter 3.
Once a value of Qr (i) has been obtained for each mode from Equation 4.2, Equation
3.41 can be used to compute the displacement vector for the center of mass of the slider
body. The minimum clearance for the slider body is calculated by combining the effects of

pitch angle and roll angle in addition to the vertical displacement. This solution assumes
zero initial conditions, i.e., that the slider is operating in its equilibrium configuration

prior to the beginning of disk displacement. The response consists of a transient and a
steady-state portion.
Figure 4.55 shows the initial transient solution for the first millisecond after the disk

displacement begins. The transient response has almost completely damped out in this
time, and the slider-body displacement has settled into its steady-state behavior.

The

transient solution shows effectively how the slider responds to a ramp displacement of the
disk surface, indicating that it reaches steady-state conditions in less than one-sixteenth of

the period of disk rotation.
In order to verify the damping values obtained with the present analysis, results were

compared with those from a time-domain, finite-difference model. The finite-difference
analysis was sensitive to the boundary condition at the tail, and to the placement of the

grid points. The present finite element method did not exhibit either of these sensitivities.
With careful grid placement and enforcement of the ambient pressure boundary condition

at the tail, the damping values obtained with the two different methods, for the taper-fiat

slider shown in Figure 4.47, were in close agreement. The present method was also used to
analyze the slider modeled by Ono, et al. (35), and good agreement was obtained here as
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The time-history of minimum slider clearance, for 1 sec < t < 1.016 sec, is shown
in Figure 4.56. The steady-state solution for the displacement of the center of mass of

the slider body, from which the minimum clearance in Figure 4.56 is obtained, is given in

Equation 4.3 below.

{i,'(«)} =

Σ
r=l,3,6

+

I?; I

cos(ωdτt + Φτ)

(Arω1 — Brςrωτy) sinω1i
2(ςM+ωJ)

(βru>3 + Arζrωτ) cosωχt t (Arω2 — Brζrωr) sinω2t
2(^≈ + ω2)
+
2(ς2ω2 + ω2)

(Arζrωr - βrω2)cosω2i 1 , . t
i l , λ f (Arζrωr + Brωi)sinω1f
+------- s⅛⅛⅛--------- j--------F(⅛⅛-⅛-)-------- '
{Brςrωr — Arω1)cosωιi
(Arζrωr — βrω2)sinω2t
H--------- ---------------- ςΓ-------- 1----------2(fr2ω2 + <u2)
2(fr2w2 + ω2)

(Brςrωr + Aγ⅛>2) cosω2t
2(fr2u>2 + <V2)
(4.3)

where
Ar = ∣u>o{*7w}r ι^]^1 [c*aw] {id}
βr = ∣{τ}Mf [Μ]"1 ⅛)] {ξ'd}∣

“>d, =ωr√l - ς2
ωι = ωdr - ωo

ω2 = ωdr + ωo .

The modal analysis techniques developed in this thesis allow calculation of the response

to disk displacement directly, without solution of the complete, coupled, time-dependent
equations for the gas-bearing and slider body. The analytical form of the result, equation

4.3, shows how each of the individual modes participates in the total displacement solution.
For the example of a 3370 slider and a typical disk surface displacement, the minimum

clearance varies by approximately plus or minus 1.5 microinches during a complete rotation
of the disk. The transient portion of the solution corresponds to the response of the slider

to a ramp displacement of the disk surface. The minimum clearance during the transient
portion of the solution decreases by nearly 4.5 microinches at the point of closest approach.
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4.7 Summary
In this chapter, the perturbation and modal analysis techniques of Chapters 2 and

3 have been applied to several specific slider designs. Plane-wedge and taper-flat sliderpad geometries were compared for both static and dynamic performance as a function of
minimum tail spacing, pitch angle, and yaw angle. The methods developed in this thesis

were also applied to the IBM models 2314 and 3370 sliders, and the response of the latter

slider to a displacement of the disk surface was computed using the forced response model.
The natural frequencies computed for the IBM model 3370 slider design showed good

correlation with the values published by Miu (40). The present analysis also agreed with

Miu’s data in the identification of the uncoupled roll and the coupled pitch/heave modes.
Experimental observations of the taper-fiat slider design, using optical interferometry,
indicate incipient pitch instability at pitch angles greater than 300 microradians, and for

yaw angles approaching 30 degrees. The methods presented in this thesis showed that the
fraction of critical damping was greatly reduced for these conditions and thus could be used

to predict the unstable behavior.
The IBM model 2314 slider design has been shown experimentally to exhibit good roll

stability, but occasionally to fail by oscillating with a pitch/heave motion. The pressure

distributions and the values of natural frequency and damping provided by the current
method are in agreement with these observations.
As a design tool, the present method was found to be useful in ascertaining the effects

of adding an inlet taper to the basic plane wedge slider geometry. Although the taper-fiat

slider pad was found to have slightly higher natural frequencies and fraction of critical
damping, the inlet taper caused the center of rotation for the first coupled pitch/heave

mode to move farther from the tail. The fraction of critical damping for the taper-fiat
design was also found to be more sensitive to increasing pitch angle than the plane-wedge
pad, although both experienced a loss of damping with increasing yaw angle. The rotational

centers for the coupled, pitch/heave modes of the taper-flat slider pad were more sensitive
to tail spacing, pitch angle, and yaw angle than the plane wedge.

The modal analysis technique developed in this thesis provides a method for evaluating
the dynamic performance of the slider-bearing system without the necessity of solving

- 123 the complete, coupled, time-dependent equations of motion for the slider body and the

lubricating gas film. The values obtained for the fraction of critical damping in each mode,
and for the center of rotation, are not obtainable with other methods, and have been shown

to be useful for determining the dynamic stability of the slider design as well as the optimum
location for the magnetic transducer.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1

Summary of Current Work

In this thesis, a perturbation method has been developed that simplifies calculation
of the dynamic characteristics of a slider-bearing system, while providing additional design
information unobtainable with conventional time-domain solutions. Correlation has been

established between the present analysis and published experimental data, as well as with
analytical solutions for special limiting cases. The method has also been shown to predict
experimentally observed instabilities in the Model 3370 and 2314 sliders.

In order to characterize the static and dynamic performance of the entire slider-bearing
system, the influence of the lubricating gas film on the slider body must first be determined.

In Chapter 2, the finite element method is used to solve Reynolds’ equation for the pressure

distribution in the gas bearing as a function of bearing geometry, lubricant properties, and
operating conditions.

The weighted residual, or Bunov-Galerkin approach, is used for the finite element for
mulation. The gas bearing is discretized using eight-node, isoparametric, mapped elements

and the nonlinear term in Reynolds’ equation is replaced by the first two terms of a Taylor

series expansion. The resulting iterative scheme shows good convergence, over a wide range

of bearing numbers, for the static solution.
The dynamic characteristics of the gas bearing are determined using a linear pertur

bation of the slider about its equilibrium operating position. The perturbation pressure
that results has components which are both in phase and out of phase with the perturba

tion in film geometry. Integration of the in-phase perturbation pressure over the surface of

the slider gives rise to the stiffness matrix. The integral of the out-of-phase perturbation

pressure similarly provides information for computation of the damping matrix. The lin
ear, periodic perturbation used reduces the determination of the in-phase and out-of-phase

pressure distributions to the solution of two coupled, second-order, linear partial differen
tial equations containing terms that depend on the static solution of Reynolds’ equation.

These equations are written in partitioned matrix form and are solved non-iteratively by a

single matrix inversion.
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The solutions for stiffness and damping as a function of frequency have been examined
for some limiting cases of special interest. When the present method is applied to the

problem of the 1-D isothermal squeeze film, the results obtained show excellent agreement
with the analytical results reported by Langlois. Analysis of the 1-D plane wedge slider at

a high bearing number produced the interesting result that the damping goes to zero, and

the stiffness is a function of pivot placement and inlet spacing only.
The development of the equations of motion and the formulation of the corresponding

eigenproblem have been discussed in Chapter 3. The problem is made more difficult by the
fact that the system exhibits general damping, and that it has non-symmetric stiffness and
damping matrices which are frequency-dependent.

The damping is incorporated into the eigenproblem formulation by using generalized
velocities as auxiliary variables and reformulating the equations of motion with 2N gener
alized coordinates. The resulting eigenvalues are complex and contain information on both

the damped natural frequency and the fraction of critical damping in each mode.

The dynamical matrix resulting from the 2N space formulation is non-symmetrical.
By using a similarity transformation based on both the left and the right modal matrices,

the equations of motion are uncoupled. Each eigensolution represents the damped natural

frequency, the fraction of critical damping, and the mode shape for one of the natural modes
of the shder-bearing system. This information is not obtainable with existing methods.

Because the dynamical matrix is also frequency-dependent, the equations of motion

are not completely uncoupled by the modal matrices composed of eigenvectors. For the

cases examined in this thesis, however, the largest off-diagonal term is usually less than
10% of the smallest diagonal term, and the method provides reasonable results.

The uncoupled equations of motion for the forced problem are simple, first-order or

dinary differential equations that are solved, in Chapter 3, for the case of periodic disk

surface displacement, and for the case of a random force applied to the slider body.
The analytical techniques that have been developed here are applied to some common

slider designs in Chapter 4. Data published by Miu for the IBM model 3370 slider, obtained
with a laser-doppler vibrometer, show excellent correlation with the results obtained with

the current model for the natural frequencies, and for the identification of the three principal

- 126 modes.

Results for the fraction of critical damping are found to be consistent with the exper

imentally observed behavior of several common slider designs. The taper-flat slider design
has been found, using optical interferometry, to be unstable at large pitch angles, and the

present analysis predicts this instability by means of a low fraction of critical damping in
the coupled, pitch/heavè mode of oscillation.
Yaw angles of 30 degrees or more also produce unstable behavior, according to experi

mental observations. Both plane-wedge and taper-flat slider pads were found, using the
present techniques, to have very low damping under these conditions.
Using the eigenvectors for the two, coupled pitch/heave modes which that were identi

fied for the plane-wedge and taper-flat slider pads, the center of rotation for slider oscillation
has been computed. This information, which is not obtainable with other methods, is use
ful for determining the optimal location for the magnetic transducer in order to minimize
variations in transducer/disk spacing.

The modal analysis methods presented here apply only to small, linearized displace
ment of the slider body from its equilibrium operating condition, and are only approximate
because of the frequency dependence of the dynamical matrix. Nevertheless, the current
techniques have been shown to agree well with experimentally observed behavior, and to
provide information on modal damping, modal center of rotation, and the relationship of

slider bearing geometry with stiffness and damping properties that cannot be obtained with

existing methods.

5.2

Recommendations for Future Work

During the course of this research, several areas have been identified that warrant

further investigation. A few of these are summarized below.
1) Improved method for mean-free-path corrections to Reynolds* equation at high

Knudsen numbers: The correction attributed to Burgdorfer (51) has been used with

good results for many years, but the higher Knudsen numbers of current slider designs
require further improvements to the theory. Gans (55) has done some important recent

work in this area.
2) Use of upwinding method to improve static pressure solutions at high bearing

- 127number: At extremely high bearing numbers, the first-order terms of the Reynolds’
equation dominate, and the equation can satisfy only the leading edge boundary con

dition. This results in an oscillatory pressure solution near the trailing edge. Hughes
(77) has suggested a simple scheme for developing upwind finite elements, using a
modified integration scheme for the high bearing number elements, thus showing some
promise in reducing this oscillation while maintaining solution accuracy.
3) Localized velocity in the static pressure solution: As the overall diameter of disks

used for magnetic storage becomes smaller, the variation in linear disk surface speed

over the area of the slider-bearing pad becomes more significant. Taking this effect
into account on an element-by-element basis would improve solutions for the newer

configurations.
4) Increase in the number of degrees of freedom for the dynamical model: Experi
mental data from Miu (40) have shown the response of the 3370-style slider bearing

to be composed principally of pitch rotation, roll rotation, and vertical translation.

An increase in the number of degrees of freedom in the dynamical model might be
of interest, particularly if bearing friction forces, and hence in-plane coupling of gas

bearing and slider, were introduced into the model.
5) Inclusion of gas-bearing frictional forces: Using the velocity distributions computed

in Chapter 2, it is relatively simple to compute the frictional forces exerted by the gas
bearing on the slider body. The inclusion of these forces affects the torque generated
about the pivot point, and thus may provide interesting additional information on the

coupling between the gas bearing and the slider body.
6) Improvements to the similarity transform used to decouple the equations of motion:
Further research may result in an improved method of dealing with the non-linearity

of the eigenproblem and constructing the modal matrix for transforming the equations

of motion.
7) Inclusion of roughness effects for the disk surface: Patir and Cheng (45); White, et

al. (47); and Gans (50) have all contributed to the theory of surface roughness effects
and the Reynolds’ equation. These effects become more important as the slider-bearing
spacing is reduced, and inclusion of roughness in the gas-bearing theory may improve
accuracy at low clearances.
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